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Stick war legacy order empire online

(18481 votes) Once again you were called urging you to prove that the sword is mightier than a stick. In Stick War 2 - Order an Empire, a sequel to the hugely popular Stick War, you get to command a new army and conquer a whole new enemy. Played in real time, you will need to build new units and send them into
war. Develop better defenses, more powerful attacks, but also more efficient miners who ensure that you have all the resources you need to make your plans for global domination come to fruition. Strengthen your home base, chip away at your enemy's defense and before too long victory will be yours. Try your hand at
Stick War 2 – Order of the Empire and find out if the people will be cheering hail emperor soon! Controls: Mouse ددد  games مت طبضلا  ةداعإ  ةشاشلا 100 % دد   Select unit of measure/construct unit/U command Controls: Select &amp;Units; Activate abilities Move (click field or map) or Attack unit switching attack mode Hold
position Select all fighting units hold when issuing commands in queue double click to select all one unit type with selected miner, click on mine for gold or statue for Mana menu: Pause, Surrender, Mute Written by Jason Whitham (CRAZYJAY), Brock White, Winston Zhang Description: Play Stick Wars 2 - Order of
empire; Epic sequel to the hit strategy game Stick War! Many of the empires you previously controlled rebellied - fleeing on the outskirts of their homelands. Their numbers have swelled, and under The Magickill's leadership, the rebels have become a dangerous threat to your empire of orders! Return to the land of the
Inamorta and unite the people under one banner... but be careful, the new evil is in the air, and you will not be able to face it separated! Also check: Stick to War 2 Online: Stick to Empires stick to war  Click the stars to rate. Rated : 4.71 based on 3402 votes.
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